CATTLE SCALES &
WEIGHING EQUIPMENT

CATTLE WEIGH CRATE, SCALE PLATFORM & SCALE MOUNT PLATES

WEIGH CRATE
PRODUCT CODE: WGCR
WEIGHT: 531 kg

DIMENSIONS: 749mm Wide x 2022mm High x 460mm
Long

Arrowquip’s Weigh Crate is designed to integrate with

your complete cattle handling system to provide fast
and accurate weigh-ins while moving cattle through the

system. The adjustable width ranges from 762mm to just
432mm, simplifying the process of weighing cattle of any

size. Sheeted steel sides reduce the risk of cattle injury,
and the two rolling alley gates ensure you can manage

your cattle quickly and safely through this essential section
of your system.

SPECIFICATIONS
• Adjustable width from 762mm to 432mm
• Primed and powder-coated steel and the heavy-

duty tubular frame ensurelong-term durability of the
equipment

• 1.63mm steel sheeting
• Designed to integrate into your complete cattle handling
system
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SCALE PLATFORM
PRODUCT CODE: WPFM
WEIGHT: 26 kg

DIMENSIONS: 826mm Wide x 81mm High x 2400mm
Long

Arrowquip’s Cattle Scale Platforms are custom

designed to fit Gallagher and Tru-Test Load Bars.
The .25" aluminum plates feature raised sides to

reduce the risk of cattle injury from slipping off the
platform.The Scale Platforms are designed to fit in
the Weigh Crate.

SCALE MOUNT PLATES
GALLAGHER

PRODUCT CODE: SMP-GG
WEIGHT: 11 kg

DIMENSIONS: 777mm Wide x 61mm High x 152mm Long
TRU-TEST

PRODUCT CODE: SMP-TT
WEIGHT: 11 kg

DIMENSIONS: 776mm Wide x 83mm High x 184mm Long

Arrowquip’s Cattle Scale Mount Plates are designed

to stand up to the toughest tasks, as they are pre-

engineered to support 584mm Race Load Bars
when using the Scale Platform.
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